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Why Use a Project Manager?
Project Managers are highly trained professionals offering expert advice on construction
process. Project Managers seek to deliver value through integration, planning, coordination,
reduction of risk & innovation.

What does a Project Manager do?
Project Managers must have strong planning, management, analytical, interpretative and team
work skills. Clients rely on our judgement to ensure the smooth running of any project and
provide value for money.

How do Julian Church and Associates work?
At Julian Church & Associates we concentrate on a buildings initial construction and fit out
and/or alteration and refurbishment works providing planning, management and monitoring of
the building project through all stages of its process.
Julian Church and Associates work on the latest restaurant & hospitality schemes but also work
on retail, educational, healthcare, office fit out and general construction works.

As Chartered Surveyors, we are professionals who offer a variety of services across the whole of
the built environment. We have been established since 2001 and through that time, have grown
in size and market reach. We now work throughout the UK & Northern Europe including the
Scandic region.
We are a passionate team, working across divisions with common beliefs regarding innovation &
service- an advocate for success through managed change, working for purposeful
collaboration together to inspire & lead.

Some key highlights include:
Programming and planning
As Project Managers we develop and agree with the client & project team Outline Project
programmes. As the project develops, activities which are on the critical path may change,
during early development stages, the critical activities are likely to be ones such as applying &
obtaining statutory approvals, external consultations & enquiries. As the project develops, we
develop and integrate into the programme the specific process owners programmes within the
overall master programme. Key coordination activities include making sure that the schedules
are developed and issued in a coherent & timely fashion; allocation of contingent time to cover
reasonably foreseeable risks; to monitor, respond to and report on progress as well as to initiate
necessary action to rectify potential or actual non-compliance and delays
Key attributes: strategic advice on schematic development plans

Co-ordination and Management
Regular and diligent review; checking dimensions, checking drawings, checking co-ordinationreviewing progress, process and programming including the monitoring and overseeing of the
design process & associated project related design activities, people processes & resources
before taking control and management of the overall process of site construction and
associated administration.
Key attributes: Increased certainty that building/ fit out will be completed within budget and
time constraints

Regular reporting.
The purpose of an executive summary is to give the client a snapshot of the project on a
particular date which can be absorbed in a few minutes. It will contain statements on significant
events achieved or not achieved and actions taken, significant events in the near future,
particularly where they need specific action, progress against the master, design and
construction programmes plus financial status of the project
Key attributes: Diplomacy and legal knowledge
This is all coupled with good communication skills with a firm but diplomatic approach.

Schedule of Services
Acting as the client’s representative within the contractual terms applicable, to lead,
direct, coordinate and supervise the project in association with the project team. Julian
Church and Associates will ensure that the client’s brief, all designs, specifications and
relevant information are made available to, and are executed as specified with due
regard to cost by, the design team, consultants and contractors (ie the project team) so
that the client’s objectives are fully met.

Relationship
Responsible and reporting to the client.
Functional: Fully integrated working with any project support staff who are not
subordinates:
1. Liaison, as required/ expedient with relevant client’s staff eg legal, insurance etc
2. Full interdependent cooperation with
Design team and consultants
Contractors
Client and other key stakeholders
External: liaison with local or other relevant authority on matters concerning the
projects.
Authority: Julian Church and Associates will be empowered authority to determine and
the ability deriving therefrom to control, command and determine requirements to the
projects. Responsibility within the confines of this authority shall be agreed at
commencement of this appointment to ensure the successful achievement of the
clients objectives and if necessary appropriate lines of authority and communication to
facilitate the implementation of agreed procedures.

Summary of Service
1. Act on behalf of the design team as the Contract Administrator under a JCT IFC2016
type of contract
2. Hold site meetings at weekly/fortnightly intervals with Contractor and all other
parties. Take and distribute minutes
3. Monitor and seek resolution of any queries raised by the Contractor on the design and
production issues. Agree information release programme with Contractor and
monitor the issue of all information in accordance with the programme
4. Monitor the provision of information, seek resolution of queries and monitor the
inspection of the works by the designer to check it is constructed in accordance with
the contract documents
5. Closely check the Contractors progress on the works against the Construction
programme and advise the Client and designer as soon as it becomes evident that a
delay has occurred or is likely. Advise reasons for the delay and the implications
6. At least five working days prior to the completion date, monitor the preparation and
issue of a list of outstanding works and snagging items in conjunction with the
Designer/Client to be completed prior to the issue of the Practical Completion
Certificate. Confirm the date and time of Practical Completion Inspection
7. Arrange and monitor Practical Completion Inspection and preparation of schedule of
defects and outstanding works. Agree programme for remedial works with
Contractor
8. Arrange a suitable date and time for the end of defects liability period inspection and
notify all parties
9. Monitor the preparation and issue to the contractor of a list of remedial works
required. Agree a programme for the remedial work and access arrangements
10. Issue Final Recommendation to the Contract Administrator for the issue of the Final
Certificate

Detailed Responsibilities and Duties
1. Analysis of the clients objectives and requirements, assessment of their feasibility and
assistance in the completion of project brief and establishment of capital budget
2. Generally keeping the client informed, throughout the project, on progress and
problems, design/budgeting/ construction variations and other such matters
considered to be relevant
3. Participation in making recommendations to the client, if required, in the selection of
consultants and contractors/ subcontractors including advice on the most suitable
forms of engagement, negotiations, tender and contract.
4. Preparation for client approval on programme/ schedule for the works including
planning, predesign, design, construction and handover/ occupation stages; monitor
submissions at appropriate stages to facilitate programme/ schedule
5. Preparation for client approval on project budget and relevant cashflows
6. Finalisation of client brief and confirmation to consultants; securing approval for any
modifications or variations to the agreed brief, approved designs, schedules and/or
budgets resulting from discussions and reviews involving the design team and other
consultants
7. Setting up the management and administration structure for the project and thereby
defining:
Responsibilities and duties as well as lines of reporting for all parties
Procedures for clear and efficient communication
Systems and procedures for issuing instructions, drawings, certificates, schedules
and valuations and the preparation and submission of reports and relevant
documentary returns

8. Agreeing tendering strategy
9.Advising the client as necessary on the following items:
The progress of the design and the production of required drawings/ information
and tender documents, stressing at all times the need for a cost effective approach
to optimise costs in construction methods, subsequent maintenance
requirements, preparation of tender documents and performance/ workmanship
warranties
The correctness of tender documents
The preliminary construction programme for the main contractor, agreeing any
revisions to meet the clients requirements and releasing this to the project team
for action
The progress of all elements of the project, especially adherence to the agreed
capital and sectional budgets, as well as meeting the set standards and initiating
remedial actions
10.Organising and/or participating in the following activities:
Presentations to the client , with advice onÂ and securing approval for the design
of fabrics, finishes, fitting out work and the environment of major internal spaces
All meetings with the project team and others involved in the project (chairing
and/or acting as secretary) to ensure
An adequate supply of informationThat progress is in accordance with the
schedule/ programme
That costs are within budgets
That required standards and specifications are achieved
That contractors have adequate resources for the management, supervision and
quality control of the project
That the relevant members of the project team inspect and supervise
construction stages as may be required

11.Julian Church and Associates will ultimately be responsible for:
Achieving good communication and motivating the project team
Monitoring progress, costs and quality and initiating action to remedy deviations
Setting priorities and effective management of time
Coordinating the project teamâ€™s activities and output
Monitoring project resources against planned levels and initiating necessary
remedial actions
Preparing and presenting specified reports to the client
Identifying any existing or potential problems, disputes or conflicts and resolving
them, with the cooperation of all concerned in the best interests of the client
Monitoring all precommissioning checks and progress of any remedial defects
liability work and release of retention monies
Monitoring the preparation of contractors final accounts, obtaining relevant
certificates and submitting them for settlement by the client
Ensuring the inclusion I the contract and subsequently requesting the design team,
consultants and contractors to supply the client as built and installed drawings,
operating and maintenance manuals, and the health and safety file, as well as ensuring
arrangements for effective training of the clients engineering and maintenance staff

For more information please see our website www.jca-ltd.co.uk
Call us on 01903 533770
Or email office@jca-ltd.co.uk

